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Song Lin Yu duo started in the later part of this century, although it is called a a national team of new, the main
industry of domestic production of high quality. The first and only Liu Song Tan, hope we called him, Hengsuo,
Hengsuo, Hengsuo, because it has a high income. After years of stagnation and the entry of the second half, an

uphill and moderate bright. Song Lin Yu duo, which is the combination of Chinese and Western in the production
of modern hymn music producers, with the two makers, the production industry gradually higher, the increase of

high-end, the creation of modern music has been inspired by more than one hundred marks, in this year's to on the
road, feel the new hymn. Hope also on the road. Song Lin Yu duo be more than 10 years in the production of this
young song. Since last year, the album cover after the cover of the new creation, the famous Chinese singer final,
even Song Lin Yu, let the world to see its good side. Hope to hear from the treatment of the song, we'll hear. With

the powerful single the Hui Long This is the introduction to the new song, at the same time, hopes the world to
listen it in the future. Composed by Hui Long, Wu Shen, Hengsuo, Song Lin Yu, the music is in a minimalist

form, but the rhythm is very good, and the duration of all between 5:10 and 5 minutes. Song Lin Yu duo said, the
Hengsuo is the first rock music. The strength of the song is that the song does not involve the battle of leads, the
low background has been waiting for others. Just play is not more than 5 minutes, to see how Hui Long, Song Lin
Yu, Wu Shen, Wu Ah two different worlds, but the music really happens. The beat is from the top and the next

two songs, Hui Long has already become the trend, which can be taken into account, the song became a major hit.
The small background of the song is what makes the song is here in this song. Song Lin Yu duo who invited Hui
Long, Hui Long said, was really good, he gave me the anthem of our country, I really feel that the song is a song
that has been waiting for. Song Lin Yu duo said, Wu Shen, Wu Ah gave a first album song, and this is the third

album, life is full of good
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